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What lie do you repeatedly tell yourself?
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r/SandersForPresident • Posted by u/bernie-sanders 12 hours ago JOIN18 25 40

I am Senator Bernie Sanders. Ask me anything!

Hi, I’m Senator Bernie Sanders. I’m running for president of the United States. My campaign is not only about

defeating Donald Trump, the most dangerous president in modern American history. It’s about transforming our

country and creating a government based on the principles of economic, social, racial and environmental justice.

I will be answering your questions starting at about 4:15 pm ET.

Later tonight, I’ll be giving a direct response to President Trump’s 2020 campaign launch. Watch it here.

Make a donation here!
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r/todayilearned • Posted by u/desfiles 5 hours ago JOIN

TIL In 2010, Chris Pratt shot a behind the scenes video for Parks and Recreation, joking that Steven Spielberg was texting
him to star in Jurrasic Park 4. Five years later he starred in Jurrasic World.
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r/relationship_advice • Posted by u/Throwawaymyspermazoa 18 hours ago JOIN2 5

UPDATE: Wife(F33) and I (M34) decided to try for kids last year. Found out I'm completely infertile without surgery. 5 months
later she got pregnant.

Orginal:

https://old.reddit.com/r/relationship_advice/comments/c13s1w/wifef33_and_i_m34_decided_to_try_for_kids_last/

TL;DR: Wife and I tried having a baby. My balls are blocked, surgery is in July. Wife got pregnant anyways. It seems

ridiculous to think she cheated, but I was told I shouldn't be able to be fertile until the surgery. Wife is celebrating, I

can't stop thinking about small occurrences and what if she's cheating. Seeing Doctor on Monday to see if it could be

mine.

Update TL;DR at bottom

First I just want to thank everyone who reached out and offered their story about similar. I can't believe how many

people are told they're completely sterile and end up being able to have kids anyways.

I took a lot of what you guys said to heart. I had an ex of mine from years ago end up cheating on me, and it really left

a scar for a while. It wasn't until I got more involved with sports and getting in better shape that I was able to try and
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r/RoastMe • Posted by u/jessica_ftw 16 hours ago JOIN2 7

Trans-woman, engineer, 6'1 giant, forever alone, still listens to ska. Lost everything but my dick (november!) and my dignity -
burn me to the ground.
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r/worldnews • Posted by u/maxwellhill 13 hours ago 3 5

Ships owned by cruise giant - Carnival Corporation - emit 10 times more air pollution than all of
Europe’s cars
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r/pics • Posted by u/riskyjon90 6 hours ago JOIN

Cloud from the storm today, looks like a horror movie.
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